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Optical & Webcam Networks: 10/08/2013

Network
Transmissometers Nephelometers Webcams and 

ExhibitsRemote Urban Remote Urban

Arizona      (4) - 1 - 3 8
NPS          (12) - - 11 1 21
Wyoming   (0) - - - - 20
Colorado    (4) - 2 - 2 1
USFS          (1) 1 - - - 21
Midwest 
Hazecam (0)

- - - - 6

CAMNET  (0) - - - - 10
Totals 1 3 11 6 87





SOPs/TIs
All Nephelometer, Transmissometer, and Scene SOPs and 

TIs are current. Updates are being made for the LED 
nephelometers and transmissometers.

All documents  receive a yearly review (and update if 
necessary) during their anniversary month.

Optical Data
Nephelometer data through 06/30/2013 delivered to 
NPS/CIRA on 9/27/2013

Transmissometer data (USFS site - Bridger) through 
12/31/2012 delivered to NPS/CIRA on 6/27/2013









The colors indicate the artificial night sky brightness as a fraction of the average natural night sky brightness.

Black Close to the natural sky brightness
Blue Artificial sky brightness is more than 10% above the natural level.
Green Artificial sky brightness is more than 33% above the natural level.
Yellow Artificial sky brightness is equal to the natural level. (Total sky brightness is double.)
Orange The Milky Way is no longer visible. (Artificial sky brightness is 3 - 9 times the natural level.)
Red Less than a hundred stars are visible. (Artificial sky brightness is 9 - 27 times the natural level.)
White The North Star is no longer visible. Only the moon, the brightest planets, and about 25 of the brightest stars are visible. 

(Artificial sky brightness is 27 - 81 times the natural level.)
Pink The Big Dipper is no longer visible. Only the moon, the brightest planets, and a handful of the brightest stars are visible. 

(Artificial sky brightness is greater than 81 times the natural level.)
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The maps show artificial night sky brightness and are based on upward light measured by the Defense Meteorological Satellite 
Program after accounting for propagation and scattering of that light in the atmosphere. The night sky in all areas here which are not 
black (but have other colors) is considered polluted. Today, two thirds of the USA's population have lost naked eye visibility of the 
Milky Way.

Cinzano P., 2002, The growth of the artificial night sky brightness in North America  in the period 1947-2000: a preliminary picture, in Light 
Pollution: a Global View, ed. H. Schwarz, Kluwer, Dordrecht, p. 39-48



Limiting Magnitude=2. This is typical of an urban sky. The constellation Orion is not completely visible, and most 
would have a difficult time finding it in the sky. Only about 50 stars can be counted from dusk till dawn. Bright 
planets and a few bright shooting stars (meteors) may also be visible



Limiting Magnitude=4. This is typical of a suburban sky. The constellation Orion is now visible and the bright stars 
of Betelgeuse, Rigel, and Aldebaran stand out clearly.  About 500 stars can be counted from dusk till dawn. 



Limiting Magnitude=6. This is typical of a rural sky, far from big cities or just outside of a small town. 
Constellations are brilliant and the night sky appears almost black. The Milky Way, our own galaxy seen edge on, 
is obvious overhead. Meteors are seen throughout the night and you may catch a glimpse of the Orion Nebula or 
Andromeda Galaxy without the aid of a telescope or binoculars. Perhaps 5000 stars can be seen.



Limiting Magnitude=7. This is a truly dark sky, far from major and minor light sources. From dusk until dawn, 
about 15,000 stars can be counted. Constellations are almost lost against a bedazzled sky. The Milky Way can 
cast a shadow and appears detailed, filamentary, and marked with dark veins. Venus and Jupiter are bright 
enough to interfere with night vision and cast a shadow. The sky looks three dimensional and stretches firmly to 
the horizon without interference from light pollution. 



In 2006, the National Park Service (NPS) adopted a policy to “preserve, to the greatest 
extent possible, the natural lightscapes of parks, which are natural resources and 
values that exist in the absence of human-caused light.” 

In addition, the policy states that the NPS will “minimize light that emanates from park 
facilities, and also seek the cooperation of park visitors, neighbors, and local 
government agencies to prevent or minimize the intrusion of artificial light into the night 
scene of the ecosystems of parks.”

http://www.nature.nps.gov/night/ 



http://www.acadianightskyfestival.com/about-us



Top: The Milky Way viewed at Death Valley National Park, California.

Bottom left: Data from Joshua Tree National Park, California, showing Palm 
Springs (~ 180-280O) & Las Vegas (~ 5-30O) light pollution in white and pink. 

Bottom right: Night sky camera and data collection system. 



Camera Selection

Canon Rebel T2i with 10‐22mm f/3.5‐4.5 lens



Camera Calibration

• Noise
– Dark Noise
– Bias Noise

• Vignetteing
– Correction by 

• algorithm 
• flat field

Done 
In‐camera



Camera – Remote Setup

Camera
Phidget (camera power)

Computer
Wireless Modem



Fischer Ranch to Steamboat – 82 miles Light Pollution occurring at about 244°



Fischer Ranch March 13 f/3.5, 60 sec, ISO 3200



Fischer Ranch – facing South Fort Collins on Left, Twilight on Right

















Nighttime Visual Intrusion Monitoring
Bryce Canyon National Park

Qualitative Monitoring
• Capture night sky images prior to and during 

operation
• Capture images compatible with NPS webcam 

network (day and night)
• Remote low power operation using Canon DSLR 

and Android tablet controller with custom app

Quantitative Monitoring
• Derive spectral radiance field from raw images

 Determine flat field response of lens/ camera 
system

 Calibrate camera to known radiance field
 Handle cloudless and cloudy conditions
 Hourly or sub-hourly image capture

• Compare data to measurements with sky quality 
meter




































